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Join authors Dick Cantwell and Peter Bouckaert as they tell the story of the marriage between
wood and beer from Roman times through medieval Europe to modern craft brewing.
Cooperage is a long and venerable craft and here the authors give a description combining the
evocative and technical. The smells, the heat, choosing the wood, drying, fashioning staves,
steaming, firing, and assembling into a perfect container―at least perfect until the bunghole is
drilled to accommodate the precious contents.Barrels and foeders have gone from an oddity of
traditional breweries to a commonplace feature at the heart of the craft brewing industry. It is
estimated that 85% of US breweries now use wood as part of their process. Maintaining wooden
vessels requires care and meticulous organization of cellar space. The authors discuss the
vagaries of temperature, humidity, seasonal changes, mold, and evaporation, and how
breweries new and old deal with these challenges. The basics of selecting, inspecting, cleaning,
and maintaining barrels are detailed.Finally, of course, the wood must be united with the beer.
The complexity and variations that govern how wood imparts flavors to beer can be
overwhelming. The authors guide the reader through wood's characteristic flavor compounds
and the nuances of toasting and charring. Oak is the focus, American, French, and Eastern
European, but other woods get their due. As well as intrinsic flavors, the microflora that take up
residence in a barrel or foeder are the living, beating heart of a barrel-aged beer, able to create
sour and unique beers of fascinating complexity. The authors pepper the text with stories and
experiences from some of the giants of the craft brewing scene, discussing how they monitor
their barrel programs and taste and blend their beers to create something truly special.All this
will inspire professional and amateur brewers alike. At the end of the book the authors give some
helpful advice on wood aging for homebrewers, including the uses for chips, cubes, spirals,
staves, powders ... and the odd chair leg. Get ready to embrace the mystical complexity of
flavors and aromas derived from wood.

Two of my brewing idols have created an indispensable brewer's guide to understanding and
using wood in the production of beer. Peter Bouckaert and Dick Cantwell have painstakingly
collected and skillfully weaved together an impressive wealth of information and experience that
brewers of any level will find intriguing. This is the book that I've been looking for since that life-
changing first taste of barrel-aged stout, which altered my brewing path forever. -- Matt
Brynildson, Brewmaster, Firestone Walker Brewing Co.A definitive book on sourcing wood, the
complexities of the coopering process and even the finishing oak maturation and compounds
that make their way into your book. This book is a must-add for your library. -- Tomme Arthur, Co-
Founder & Director of Brewery Operations, The Lost Abbey & Port Brewing CompanyAbout the
AuthorPeter BouckaertPrior to relocating to the U.S. in 1996 to become New Belgium Brewing



Company's brewmaster, Peter brewed for a decade at Brewery Rodenbach. Peter earned the
equivalent of a Master's degree in brewing and fermentation technology from the University of
Ghent, Belgium, as well as a Quality Engineer degree from CKZ Krtrijk. Peter's mantle includes
awards from the World Beer Cup and Great American Beer Festival and a handful of other beer
accolades. He was honored to be awarded the 2013 Russell Schehrer Award for Innovation in
Brewing by the Brewers Association.Dick CantwellDick Cantwell is among the most well-
respected and experienced craft brewers, co-founding Elysian Brewing Company in 1996,
where he served as head brewer until its sale to Anheuser-Busch in 2015. Cantwell is currently
head of production at Magnolia Brewing Company in San Francisco, CA. In 2004, Cantwell
received the Brewers Association's Russell Schehrer Award for Innovation in Brewing.
Additionally, he has written for various beer magazines, authored Barley Wine with Fal Allen,
Brewing Eclectic IPA and The Brewers Association's Guide to Starting Your Own Brewery,
Second Edition.
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R. Appleyard, “Roll Up Your Sleeves and Read This Book.. Are you a homebrewer? Read lightly,
the book will frustrate. You'll glean a superficial appreciation for the history and practice of
brewing with wood, but you'll pay the price of frustration at all you know you're missing here, with
much obscured by a fog thick with arcane concepts and the technical jargon of botany, biology,
chemistry, history, cooperage, wine and beer making and cellaring.Read with attention and
focus, you begin to see through the fog and glean a more penetrating understanding, and the
book invites you back for an additional read and beckons me back to the barrels to explore some
of this arcanery. The reading of the book lends the feeling of actually having experienced much
of what's been conveyed.The depth of concepts and technical information found here lie
somewhere between Jeff Sparrow in "Wild Beers" (more approachable) and Greg Noonan in
"New Brewing Lager Beer" (much of which is incomprehensibly technical to many of us).Not a
casual or Sunday read. But if you're a bit of a geek and harbor a love of rabbit holes, burrow into
it. If you want to get at all serious about wood and brewing it's a must.And, oh, that Cantwell can
turn a phrase.”

F. Gordon, “A great place to start for barrel aging beer.. A great overall look at the historical
implications of the barrel and how they translated to the world of fermentation. Many will look to
this book to tell them exactly how to utilize barrels in the production of beer. There is simply too
much information; too many variables. This book will, however, get the creative juices flowing
and have you looking forward to including barrel aging in your brewing techniques, even if it is on
a small garage scale. There are lots of excerpts from some of the pioneers of the practices in
order to give you an insight to how methodically difficult, wildly unpredictable and incredibly
rewarding barrel aging can be.”

Nicholas C. Phelan, “Thank You. So many questions i had have been answered by this book. I
have always enjoyed beers that aged in a wooden vessel for various lengths of time. Good thing
is i am learning more every day i read this book, bad thing is it has a side effect... you may
experience hallucinations of opening your own cooperage and making barrels and foeders while
drinking a nice brew.”

Bill, “Very comprehensive and detailed.. Very comprehensive, but spends a lot of time on barrel-
making and barrel repair. Great if yo9u aspire to be a cooper, which I don't. I just want to know
how to keep my barrels clean and bacteria-free, and how to optimize the flavor of the beers in
the barrels. That information is contained in the book. I honestly think the author included all the
rest at the editor's request because nobody would pay so much for a thin book which just dealt
with what most of us want to know.”

Ron Downer, “An essential resource for brewers. When I purchased this book I was looking for



information on both barrel aging of beer and barrel maintenance that would be useful to both
professional brewers and homebrewers, and this book met both of those expectations. I would
consider this book a valuable resource for any brewer planning on using wooden barrels for
fermentation and/or aging of beer. A must have for the libraries of all professional brewers and
beer judges.”

Pedro O., “I can't think of a book such good planned like this. I can't think of a book such good
planned like this. I think Dick Cantwell and Peter Bouckaert made an outstanding work prior to
type a word, resuming the information that integrates the wood element into anyone interested
on beer. It's not a beer book and I'm glad of it. Just a comprehensive guide to get into wood
without doubts and understanding where are you going with this. Congrats!”

G. Hutchinson, “A worthwhile purchase if you have an interest in SPBW .... A worthwhile
purchase if you have an interest in SPBW or beers from the wood. However, most of it is US
based with comment on European barrels. I would have preferred a UK based book with more
local information.”

JCFAVARO, “Muito bom. Excelente produto.”

Simon Melancon, “Five Stars. A lot of information, very helpful.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 114 people have provided feedback.
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